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Create More Impact On Your Web Site And Put More Profits In The Bank! Imagine how much more

effective your web pages would be if you could Re-wire your sales letter based on input from your visitors.

Youd be able to transform your web copy into an interactive sales page that automatically rewrites itself

based on visitor responses to questions you provide. It could send your conversion rates through the roof.

But this isnt a distant vision of the future - in fact its just one of the awesome possibilities for your site

when you own this amazing script package. In total youll get Six fully documented scripts that can be

painlessly pasted into your web site or tweaked to do anything you want. Script #1: How to Make Your

Own Software Generator Script #2: How to Get An E-Book Boost Script #3: Interactive Sales Letters

Script #4: Price Negotiator Script #5: Item-Based Sales Counter Script #6: Split Tester Comes with an

easy to follow PDF workbook which breaks down the complex code at the heart of these powerful scripts

to give you a programmers understanding of how each one works. The package comes with all the

example HTML, PHP and JavaScript code ready created, so you dont have to do a lot of cut-and-pasting

out of the book if you dont want to. You get the fully detailed, easy to read manual, youll get all of the
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individual scripts ready created for you that can be pasted into your web site.
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